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Abstract—Nowadays, high-definition video object recognition
(segmentation and detection) is not within the easy reach of a
real-time task in a consumer SoC due to the limited on-chip
computing power for neural network (NN) processing. Although
many accelerators have been optimized heavily, they are still
isolated from the intrinsic video compression expertise in a
decoder. Given the fact that a great portion of frames can
be dynamically reconstructed by a few key frames with high
fidelity in a video, we envision that the recognition can also be
reconstructed in a similar way so as to save a large amount of
NN computing power. In this paper, we study the feasibility and
efficiency of a novel decoder-assisted NN accelerator architecture
for video recognition (VR-DANN) in a conventional SoC-styled
design, which for the first time tightly couples the working
principle of a video decoder with the NN accelerator to provide
smooth high-definition video recognition experience. We leverage
motion vectors, the simple tempo-spatial information already
available in the decoding process to facilitate the recognition
process, and propose a lightweight NN-based refinement scheme
to suppress the non-pixel recognition noise. We also propose the
corresponding microarchitecture design, which can be built upon
any existing commercial IPs with minimal hardware overhead
but significant speedup. Our experimental results show that
the VR-DANN-parallel architecture achieves 2.9× performance
improvement with less than 1% accuracy loss compared with the
state-of-the-art “FAVOS” scheme widely used for video recogni-
tion. Compared with optical flow assisted “DFF” scheme, it can
achieve 2.2× performance gain and 3% accuracy improvement.
As to another “Euphrates” scheme, VR-DANN can achieve 40%
performance gain and comparable accuracy.
Index Terms—video decoder, motion vector, NN

I. INTRODUCTION

Video recognition is a fundamental task in computer vision

for video editing, surveillance and so on. With the wide

adoption of machine learning in recent years, automatic video

recognition has witnessed tremendous success with the help of

convolutional neural networks (CNNs), particularly for video

segmentation [3], [8], [47] and detection [1], [20], [46].

In nature, video is composed of a series of frames or images.

With the success of deep learning on image recognition, one

can intuitively transform the video recognition to a series of

recognition on each individual frame. Given the fact that the

majority of online video contents are usually encoded and

compressed to save both storage and network bandwidth, the

video recognition tasks on consumer devices have to first
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Fig. 1. Comparison of our VR-DANN to the state-of-the-art video recognition.

decode the video into normal frames, and then feed the DNN

on a frame-by-frame process for feature recognition. The clas-

sic OSVOS [3] algorithm for video segmentation just works

in this way. As illustrated in Fig. 1, OSVOS fully decodes

the video bitstream, and then applies two large NNs, one

for foreground and another for background on every frame.

A modified FAVOS algorithm [8] utilizes the conventional

tracking algorithm to localize object parts through the entire

video, but still applies one large NN on every frame. Many

works [13], [36], [41] have proposed multifarious models

and optimization but only on the NN side. However the per-

frame NN processing makes them incapable of real-time video

recognition given the large amount of computation required.

Aiming for faster video recognition, DFF [47] is trying to

reduce NN workload by not fully processing every frame. As

illustrated in Fig. 1, it classifies the frames into key and non-

key frames. The key frames are segmented by a large NN

that extracts features. For the non-key frames, DFF extracts

the optical flow by FlowNet [11], and then aggregates the

optical flow with the features from key frames to generate

the segmentation results. Compared with OSVOS and FAVOS,

DFF has better performance at the cost of accuracy as it

simply classifies the key and non-key frames with a arbitrarily

selected interval. As an alternative, differentiating the frames

by temporal information in the video promotes state-of-the-art
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video recognition accelerators [2], [5], [44], [48]. For example,

Euphrates [48] simply moves the rectangle using the averaged

motion vectors that are generated by ISP. EVA2 [2] first

generates motion vectors by well-known motion estimation

techniques, and then skips front layers by predicting the

intermediate feature map using the motion vectors. However,

they are inapplicable to video segmentation task and lack

of exploration on expertise video decoder. In addition, the

accelerators are still confined by tracking the temporal differ-

ences from the raw colored image representation with a fully

decoded video, so the per-pixel based NN processing makes

them hard for real-time video recognition.

In fact, the tempo-spatial information across images is the

key idea for video compression, and has been well exploited

in recent generations of video encoding standards such as

H.264 and H.265 [33]. Somehow the observation has been

long ignored in the state-of-the-art video recognition solutions.

In this sense, we propose VR-DANN, a decoder-assisted NN

acceleration for fast and accurate video recognition solution

for the consumer SoC. We make the following contributions:

1) Modern video encoder classifies the video frames into

I, P, and B frames. Being inspired that a B-frame can

be completely reconstructed by I/P-frames, we envision

that its segmentation results can also be reconstructed

from the segmentation results (rather than raw images)

from the I/P-frames. Because B-frames usually dominate

a video stream, we can save a significant portion of NN

computation for segmenting B-frames.

2) We propose the VR-DANN scheme that can leverage

motion vectors for segmentation reconstruction on B-

frames. Motion vectors are a small volume of tempo-

spatial information inherently encoded in the video

stream that capture the motion trajectory of an object.

Different from any available schemes, our scheme does

NOT require a fully decoded video. Instead, the decoder

only needs to decode the I/P-frames, and output the

inherent motion vector information in B-frames, so that

our scheme will work as shown in Fig. 1. However,

the reconstructed segmentation may lose details on the

macro-block boundary, we propose a lightweight NN

learned from the nearest I/P-frames to refine the seg-

mentation results for B-frames.

3) We further propose a VR-DANN-parallel architecture

to support the algorithm, which can be seamlessly

integrated with any off-the-shelf NN accelerator and

video decoder. It monitors the video decoding process

for the required information (frame type, motion vector,

block location) and links with the NN accelerator. This

dedicated architecture can parallelize the reconstruction

and synchronize multiple coupled dataflows between

the decoder and the NN accelerator. It leverages the

macro-block level independence within B-frames to

optimize the global memory accesses. The decoder-

accelerator co-design methodology jointly makes the

proposed scheme accurate, practical and efficient.

Fig. 2. Decoder ordering and a motion vector to reconstruct the segmentation.

The experimental results show that VR-DANN-parallel can

achieve 5.7× and 2.9× performance gain and 4.3× and 2.1×
energy reduction with less than 1% accuracy loss compared

to “OSVOS” and “FAVOS”. Compared to the optical flow

assisted “DFF”, we can achieve 2.2× performance gain and

1.7× energy reduction with even 3% accuracy improvement.

Compared to the ISP assisted “Euphrates”, we can achieve

40% performance gain with comparable accuracy.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to

closely link the video decoder and NN accelerator to form

a unified SoC design for video recognition. By sharing the

accurate tempo-spatial information between two application

domains, we can save the decoder workload by just decoding a

subset of video stream and save a large amount of computation

and energy on the NN side by smartly leveraging the inherent

motion vector information encoded in the compressed videos.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-

tion II introduces the motivation. Section III describes the

algorithm and Section IV elaborates the proposed architecture.

Section V and VI present the experiment methodology and

results. Section VII reviews the related work. Finally, Sec-

tion VIII concludes this paper.

II. VIDEO DECODING PRELIMINARY AND MOTIVATION

We will first review the key concepts in modern video

en/decoder. Taking the most up-to-date H.265 standard as an

example in Fig. 2, for compression, it classifies a series of raw

images into I, P and B frames and applies different strategies

on a macro-block basis, typically with 8× 8 pixels.

• For an I-frame, each macro-block undergoes an intra-

frame encoding with a total of 14 prediction modes. For

each mode, the encoder runs the predicting algorithm and

calculates the sum of the absolute error (SAE) between

the current macro-block and the macro-blocks already

encoded within the current frame. The encoder will pick

the mode and the macro-block with the least SAE.

• For a P-frame, the encoder searches in a wider range,

among the macro-blocks already encoded in the current

frame (intra-frame) and previous frames (inter-frame).

The encoder applies a search strategy to search the macro-

blocks in previous frames. For example, the encoder
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Fig. 3. (a) The ratio of B-frames in different videos; (b) The number of reference frames to reconstruct one B-frame across different videos.

searches the macro-block in the co-located position and

upwards, left, down, and to the right macro-blocks. By

comparing the SAE of these macro-blocks, the encoder

can determine the macro-block.

• For a B-frame, the encoder searches in an even wider

range, not only among macro-blocks in the previous

frames but also the later frames. Similar with P-frames,

the encoder also applies the search strategy on the macro-

blocks and finds the macro-block with the least SAE.

The encoder denotes the frame and macro-block on which

other blocks depends as the reference frame and macro-

block. The encoder will insert a motion vector recording the

referencing relationship into the bitstream to represent the

motion trajectory of the macro-block. At the same time, the

encoder records the decoding order of the frames according

to the dependent relationship among frames and there can be

forward and backward references for B-frames. For example,

in Fig. 2, (I0, B1, B2, B3, P4, I5, B6, P7) is the video display

order while (I0, P4, B3, B2, B1, I5, P7, B6) is the the actual

decoding order, in which B3 is dependent on I0 and P4.

On the decoder side, it decompresses the bitstream back to

a series of normal frames according to the specified decoding

order. For I-frames, a macro-block does an intra-frame pre-

diction. For P/B-frames, the macro-blocks conduct both intra-

frame and inter-frame prediction using the reference macro-

block with the motion vector and the residual.

In this study, given the fact that any B-frame can be fully

reconstructed by I/P-frames as its references, we envision

that the object segmentation results of a B-frame can also

be reconstructed by the segmentation results obtained from

prior I/P reference frames. To achieve this goal, we should

keep the reconstruction order identical to the frame decoding

order recorded in the bitstream. This order guarantees that

any B-frame will be processed after all its reference I/P-

frames, implying that the reference segmentation results are

already available. Fortunately, the reconstruction of B-frames

can be easily done with the motion vectors that are have

been encoded in the bitstream using a modern video decoder.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the example shows that if we can

recognize a horseman on a horse in a reference I0 frame,
they can be roughly identified in the following B3 frame

simply through its motion vectors without running the full

segmentation algorithm on B3. Besides video segmentation,

video detection can also work in the same manner so we will

TABLE I
NOTATIONS.

cur, ref the current, reference frame index
Scur, Sref segmentation results of current and reference frames
Bcur, Bref the current and reference blocks
srcx, srcy the x and y coordinates of the macro-block in Sref

dstx, dsty the x and y coordinates of the macro-block in Scur

NN-L A conventional large DNN for video segmentation
NN-S A much smaller NN for refinement

focus the discussion on segmentation in this paper.

Since modern video encoders have already spent a lot of

effort to search a wide range of reference frames for similarity

matching around the neighboring n frames and macro-blocks
with as much accuracy as possible, why shouldn’t we make a

better utilization of the inherent information during the video

recognition process? This motivates us to propose a novel

decoder-assisted NN accelerator design, which is different

from all other available solutions striving for the pixel-level

calculation in each of the raw image.

In addition, the number of B-frames often takes a large

ratio compared to I/P-frames in a video. Fig. 3(a) reports the

B-frame ratio of twenty different videos, which can reach 65%
on average with the default encoder settings. The high ratio

of B-frames accounts for the high compression rate in the

modern encoding standard, which in turn implies that their

segmentation results can be obtained without intensive NN

computation via our proposed scheme. Fig. 3(b) statically

summarizes the number of reference frames to decode one

B-frame. We can see that the required number of reference

frames for reconstruction or we call the reference “search

interval” later in this paper, can be up to seven. In hardware,

this phenomenon translates to random memory accessing and

we therefore propose to reschedule the motion vectors for

memory coalescing in Section IV-C to boost the performance.

III. THE PROPOSED VR-DANN ALGORITHM

In this section, we will propose an algorithm to reconstruct

and refine the segmentation in our VR-DANN scheme using

notations listed in Table I.

A. The Algorithm

1) Reconstruction: As shown in Fig. 4, for either I-frame
or P-frame, we will directly apply the conventional larger

NN [8] (noted as “NN-L”) to calculate the segmentation

results. And for a B-frame, we will instead leverage the motion

vectors pointing to its reference I/P frames for segmentation
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Fig. 4. The segmentation reconstruction process.

reconstruction. To reconstruct Scur for the current frame B1,

we will first retrieve the segmentation results Sref from the

reference frames by locating the reference macro-block Bref

with a coordinate (srcx, srcy) in the reference frame. The
retrieved Sref will become the intermediate reconstruction

result for the current macro-block Bcur in a B-frame with

the coordinate (dstx, dsty). The (srcx, srcy) of Bref are pre-

calculated during the video encoding process. The coordinates

of srcx and srcy are quite random which may complicate the
memory access pattern or the fine-grained memory control, as

we will discuss in Section IV-C.

The example in Fig. 4 also shows the case that a Bcur in

a B-frame macro-block with (dstx, dsty) as (256, 108) can
have up to two motion vectors and need to be reconstructed

with two macro-blocks, (B1, I0, 256, 108, 240, 136, F ) and
(B1, P4, 256, 108, 392, 232, T ). We will use a bit, namely bi-
ref which can also be extracted from the decoder to indicate

such a case. So, we have to locate two reference macro-blocks

with (srcx, srcy) as (240, 136) and (392, 232) from two ref-

erence frames I0 and P4. Fortunately, the two motion vectors

can be independently fetched from the motion compensation

module in the video decoder. For this case, we can apply a

simple mean filtering by averaging the segmentation results

from both reference macro-blocks in a pixel-wise way. Note

that the segmentation result for a pixel in a reference frame

will be either 0 (black) or 1 (white) as shown in Fig. 4. This is

different from the raw image data where each pixel contains

24 bits for colors. The pixel value after mean filtering can be

0 (black), 0.5 (gray), 1 (white) and is represented in 2 bits.

Note that the algorithm relies on the segmentation results of

the reference frames, which is different from other techniques

such as optical flow [9], [27], [46] that rely on every fully-

decoded raw image. Meanwhile, our scheme is applied per

macro-blocks basis, while other schemes are applied on pixel

level, causing a significant amount of performance overhead.

Finally, we use 1 or 2 bits for each pixel for B-frame

reconstruction while other schemes use 24-bit pixels.

2) Refinement: Although the reconstruction using reference
macro-blocks and motion vectors can be fast, it may suffer

from noticeable noise impact in the reconstruction process. As

seen in Fig. 4, the identified object bears unacceptable noise

for real application into the state-of-the-art video segmenta-

Fig. 5. The implementation flow of VR-DANN algorithm.

tion. This is because the motion vectors work on the macro-

block granularity. As a visual object often consists of multiple

macro-blocks, the boundary of the object may become blurry.

Given the fact that I/P-frames are segmented by NN-L, we

further propose a small neural network (NN-S) to refine the

object boundary by learning from the segmentation results

of the reference frames. NN-S is 3-layer convolution neural

network, including convolution, downsampling, convolution,

upsampling, concatenate and convolution layers. To achieve

this goal, we build sandwich-like three-channel images as

the input to the NN-S, where the middle channel is the

reconstruction results of current B-frame, and the first and

third channels are the immediately preceding and following

segmentation results of the reference I-frame and P-frame.

We choose the immediately preceding and following reference

frames because they are the temporally closest frames, so that

the error can be minimized without strong propagation.

B. Applying VR-DANN Algorithm on Video Segmentation

To refine the reconstructed results of a B-frame, we will

perform the inference using NN-S. As in Fig. 5, we first

decode the input video for I/P-frames and get the motion

vectors of the B-frames (denote as 1 ). Then, we apply the
NN-L inference using ROI SegNet described in FAVOS [8],

which is the state-of-the-art model for video segmentation.

This obtains Sref of I/P-frames for future reference (denote

as 2 ). Next, we feed Sref and the motion vectors of the B-

frames for reconstruction (denote as 3 ), which generates a
coarse-grain boundary. Finally, we build the sandwich three-

channel input (denote as 4 ), and feed into NN-S for infer-
ence (denote as 5 ) to refine the reconstruction and obtain the
final segmentation results.

To train NN-S, we fully decode the training dataset for the I,

P and B frames and obtain the motion vectors of B-frames. The

I and P ground truth with the motion vectors in the B-frames

are used to reconstruct the segmentation results, which are

then combined with the ground truth I/P-frames as a sandwich

image. Finally, we use the sandwich image as the input and

the B ground truth as the label to NN-S for training the NN-

S. As the structure of NN-S is much smaller than NN-L, the

training overhead of NN-S is negligible compared with NN-L.

Specifically, we only spend two epochs to train NN-S.

Our proposed VR-DANN can be extended to solve video

detection problems using the same process. For video detec-

tion, we will first consider a rectangle box and the data inside

as an object, while treating the other data as the background.

Then we can apply the above reconstruction and refinement

methods and obtain the detection results of the B-frames.
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Fig. 6. The VR-DANN-parallel architecture overview.

C. Interaction with Video Encoder

The proposed VR-DANN algorithm may interact with the

video encoder in the following ways:

Ratio of B-frames. The higher ratio of B-frames is, the
less frequently NN-L is executed and the better the video

segmentation performance is. But it also puts more challenges

on the segmentation accuracy due to the less precise I and

P segmentation results for referencing. The proportion of B-

frames in modern video encoder can be configured and one

can find the best performance with the satisfactory accuracy.

Searching interval of motion vectors. The motion vec-
tor is obtained by searching across n neighboring frames.

Obviously, a larger searching interval benefits the accuracy

because it is more likely to find a reference macro-block

bearing more similarity to the current macro-block, which

yields better reconstruction result. However, a larger searching

interval complicates both the decoder hardware design and also

stresses the memory bandwidth. We will propose a hardware-

assisted technique in this paper to alleviate this problem.

Encoding standard. Our experiment finds that different
encoding standards also affect the segmentation results. For

example, compared to H.264, the latest H.265 standard adopts

smaller macro-blocks. Larger macro-blocks can lead to poor

reconstruction particularly on the boundary of the object, but

can reduce the number of motion vectors in a B-frame and

the computation workload. Generally, H.265 provides more

accurate results and is more friendly to our scheme.

IV. THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we will propose the VR-DANN-parallel

architecture design to efficiently enable the algorithm.

A. Architecture Overview

The proposed VR-DANN-parallel architecture is sketched in

Fig. 6. We propose a standalone VR-DANN agent unit that can

work with any off-the-shelf NPU (either a GPU or an ASIC)

and video decoder. The agent unit consists of an I/P-frame

queue (ip Q), a B-frame queue (b Q), a motion vector table

(mv T), several temporary reconstruction buffers (tmp B)
and associated control logic including coalescing unit (c U).
Intuitively, the VR-DANN algorithm can work in a pure

software implementation as in Fig. 5. However, the complete

serial flow (denoted as VR-DANN-serial) will segment I, P

and B frames according to their decoding order and this may

hurt the performance. There are three major disadvantages: 1)

because the segmentation of I/P and B-frames will exercise the

NPU in a different way, the switching between NN-L and NN-

S on NPU may hurt the performance by the frequent model

reloading and kernel swaps. To be specific, the switching

includes weight/input reloading, whose cost depends on NPU

architecture(up to millisecond in GPGPU); 2) if not designed

carefully, the reconstruction of B-frame and the processing on

NPU will not be overlapped causing longer latency; 3) because

the reconstruction process incurs lots of random memory

accesses for the reference blocks, they are detrimental to the

performance if not well scheduled.

The proposed VR-DANN-parallel architecture, particular

the hardware-managed agent unit solves all the problems by

introducing the independent ip Q and b Q, which can serve
the NPU with two different types of NN workloads (NN-L

and NN-S). The agent unit introduces several of tmp B on-
chip buffers to speed up the reconstruction of B-frames with

well coalesced memory accesses, and the mv T provides the
motion vectors in B-frames pointing to the reference blocks

in I/P-frames. These components are necessary and key to

achieve a real-time video recognition with the cooperation

from the traditional decoder and NPU.

B. Segmentation Ordering on NPU

As shown in Fig. 6, the agent unit is equipped with two

asynchronous queues, an I/P-frame queue (ip Q), and a B-
frame queue (b Q), for the reordering and executing of NN-L
and NN-S on NPU according to the following rules:

1) The agent unit sets up the queues according to the frame

information with their decoding order. The queues work like

FIFO. Metadata of the I/P-frames are pushed into the ip Q
and that of the B-frames are pushed into the b Q. The frame
type can be extracted from the high-level parameter parser

from the decoder [45], and their metadata such as the frame

ID and address are stored in the queues after the decoder has

written the raw image data into the global DRAM.

2) For an I/P-frame in ip Q, it is ready for image seg-
mentation. So its associated state will be set as s ready once
loaded into ip Q. The ip Q will instruct the NPU for NN-L

processing of these images in the decoding order. The NPU

can work on its own to handle the I/P images and models. Note

that our scheme is NOT limited by the working principle of

the NPU. Once the segmentation for an I/P image completes,

the associated state is updated to s done and the segmented
results are written back to DRAM for later references.

3) For a B-frame in b Q, its associated state is initially set
as s unready because it need to be reconstructed first. So it
will first fill the mv T with the motion vectors of the B-frame
from the global memory. mv T will then guide the tmp B to
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Fig. 7. The execution timeline of FAVOS, VR-DANN-serial and VR-DANN-parallel.

perform the reconstruction on a macro-block basis. Once the

reconstruction is done, its associated state will be updated to

s ready for further refinement. The refinement requires a three
layer NN-S, so we propose a coarse-grained time-multiplexing

way to switch between NN-L and NN-S on the NPU. Once

the refinement by NN-S has been completed, the associated

state of the B-frame will be updated to s done and the final
segmentation results can be written back to DRAM.

4) The above process will be repeated until all the frames

output from the decoder are segmented.

The agent unit may pick any ready frames from either

ip Q or b Q for NPU processing. Because NN-L and NN-S
can intervene with each other on frequent kernel and weight

switching, the mode changing on NPU should be minimized.

Since the two queues are asynchronous and independent, we

propose a lagged queue switching to keep a stable NPU mode

as long as possible under the prerequisite of not affecting the

user experience. As the example in Fig. 7, assuming a video

decoding order as (I0, P4, B3, B2, B1, I5, P7, B6), traditional

schemes like FAVOS require each I, P and B frame undergo

a complete NN-L for segmentation, which is time-consuming

and can hardly match the decoding speed. With the software

solution VR-DANN-serial, we can dramatically reduce the

NPU processing time since all the B-frames can be processed

with a much smaller NN-S, at the cost of reconstruction time

of B-frames. One issue here is the processing order on NPU

strictly follows the decoding order so we will see a switching

pattern of “NN-L, NN-S, NN-L, NN-S” as shown in Fig. 7.

The frequent model and kernel switching, as well as the frame

reconstruction insert many bubbles in the execution time line.

With our lagged switching in VR-DANN-parallel, the two

asynchronous queues will change the segmentation order to

(I0, P4, I5, P7, B3, B2, B1, B6), with only one switching as

“NN-L, NN-S” on NPU as shown in Fig. 7. As we will see

later, the time spent on B-frame reconstruction can also be

completely hidden in VR-DANN-parallel.

In case that any queue is empty, we should switch to

another queue for the full occupation of the NPU. Because

the reconstruction of B-frames depends on the segmentation

results of the leading I/P-frames, the scheme always initiates

from the ip Q. We always run a predefined number of I/P-
frames from the ip Q, after that we will switch to drain
the b Q to avoid the overstocking of B-frames. Since the

reconstruction of B-frames depends on the leading I/P-frames,

by comparing the frame ID of the tail of b Q to the head of
ip Q, we can guarantee the correctness without any deadlock.

C. Motion Vector Rescheduling and Parallel Reconstruction

The VR-DANN architecture can avoid fetching the raw

image data for B-frames saving a significant amount of

memory bandwidth. However, the reconstruction of B-frames

introduces new memory accesses such as motion vectors,

part of the segmentation results from the reference frames,

reconstructed B-frames and parameters for NN-S. The overall

data volume from/to DRAM can be reduced because the

segmentation frames has 1 or 2-bit value per pixel, while the

full image has 24-bit colored value for each pixel. Importantly,

the segmentation results in the reference frames may be loaded

irregularly from DRAM because motion vectors can point to

disperse locations in up to seven frames as investigated in

Fig. 3(b), which may cause detrimental impact to performance.

In our study, given the fact that macro-blocks are indepen-

dent to each other, we envision that the segmentation results

can be independently reconstructed to maximize data reuse.

We propose to reschedule the motion vectors in mv T in favor
of the reference block fetching.

We now explain the motion vector rescheduling by tak-

ing the example in Fig. 8. Suppose the mv T has loaded

eight motion vectors from three B frames (B1, B2, B3), and

they all point to some reference blocks in an I frame (I0).
We design a coalescing unit to generate memory requests

with address index from ref and srcy fields in the mv T.
In this way, we can coalesce multiple blocks in a single

DRAM burst request. As shown in Fig. 8, the eight motion

vectors are coalesced to four individual Sref requests, i.e.

(ref, srcy) = (0, 11), (0, 13), (0, 2), (0, 5) and are forwarded
to DRAM. Each request brings multiple block data and in

turn all the eight reference block values. The coalescing unit

can search into a wide range with multi-cycles operations. In

our study, we find that a coalescing unit searching 32 motion

vector entries simultaneously can well fulfill the requirement.

Once a reference block is returned, it will be dispatched

to an on-chip tmp B buffer according to the destination

address (dstx, dsty) recorded in the motion vectors in mv T
to finish the reconstruction of that macro-block. Note that

since the source address (srcx, srcy) address may not be
aligned, data multiplexing should be applied for the right

data before written into the tmp B. For example in Fig. 8,
when (ref, srcy) = (0, 11) is returned, the motion vectors
will fill tmp B1, tmp B2 at destination (8, 0) and (24, 16),
simultaneously and respectively. This out-of-order but parallel

reconstruction, together with the motion vector coalescing, can

greatly speed up the segmentation process of B-frames given
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Fig. 8. Example on motion vector rescheduling for parallel reconstruction.

that we have multiple tmp B buffers. Generally, we find that
three tmp B buffers should be enough to capture most of the
inherent data locality and reconstruction parallelism because

there are usually three B-frames sitting between an I-frame

and P-frame in typical video streams. As illustrated in Fig. 7,

with this proposed hardware-assisted reconstruction scheme

(VR-DANN-parallel), we can hide the reconstruction latency

of B-frames during NPU processing, and the entire execution

time will be dominated by running NN-L and NN-S on NPU.

Once all the motion vectors belonging to the three B-frames

are processed, the results in the tmp B buffers will be written
back to DRAM and the corresponding states will be set to

s ready meaning the three B-frames have been reconstructed.

D. Hardware Cost Analysis

Each pixel in tmp B holds a 2-bit value, 00 for black,

01/10 for gray and 11 for white. For an 8 × 8 macro-block,
the reconstructed segmentation results take 128 bits for on-

chip storage. The reason we use two bits for a single pixel is

because the macro-block may point to two reference blocks as

shown in Fig. 4. Since each pixel in the segmented reference

blocks takes only one bit (0 for black and 1 for white), the

reconstructed block requires the mean filtering. The simplest

way to conduct the mean filtering is to just combine the

values read from both reference blocks. If both blocks read

as 1 (white), the combined value becomes 11 which is white.

Similarly, if both blocks read as 0 (black), the combined value

becomes 00 which is black. If one block reads as 1 (white) and

another reads as 0 (black), the combined value becomes 10 or

01, both cases stand for gray. The bi-ref field in mv T can
tell if the macro-block points to two reference blocks or not,

and perform the mean filtering according. For a high-definition

854x480 video, each tmp B buffer takes about 100KB, and
we include three tmp B buffers summing up to 300KB on-
chip SRAM capacity as listed in Table II.

As shown in Fig. 6, besides the three buffers, the agent

unit mainly introduces two queues and one table. The ip Q
has 8 entries. Each entry needs 8 bits for frame ID, 1 bit for

frame type (I/P), 1 bit for frame status (s ready and s done)
and 32 bits for frame address. Proportional to the typical B-

frame ratio in a video, the b Q has 24 entries. Each entry

needs 8 bits for frame ID, 2 bits for frame status (s unready,
s ready and s done) and 32 bits for frame address. The mv T
contains 256 entries for macro-block-based reconstruction,

which is sufficient for coalescing to hide the memory latency

on hundreds of blocks in multiple tmp B buffers. Each entry
takes 1 bit to indicate if it references to two blocks or not, 4

bits for current indexing, 4 bits for reference indexing and 12

bits for each addressing field (srcx, srcy, dstx, dsty), which
are wide enough for 4K videos. In summary, their total size

will be less than 2KB as listed in Table II.

The reason why we are willing to pay the mild cost to

design such a standalone agent unit is to hook up with any

type of third-party NPU and decoder IPs. One may argue that

the NPU can perform the reconstruction task as well but unless

it is designed in a GPGPU style with strong programmability,

this is not an easy task. Obviously we cannot assume any

specific NPU design for the general application of our scheme.

A software-based solution on CPU can also help but CPU is

generally very inefficient for the large scale random memory

accessing and parallel image reconstruction. This may also

intervene with other upper level SoC tasks. If not handled

properly, the latency of reconstruction may not be fully cov-

ered under the NPU processing time as illustrated in the VR-

DANN-serial case in Fig. 7. In VR-DANN-parallel, with the

lightweight agent unit, two conventionally separate application

domains (AI and Video compression) can be seamlessly linked

and unified to deliver better accuracy and greater performance.

V. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

In the following sections, we will evaluate the accuracy and

efficiency of VA-DANN, which is complementary to enable a

real-time video recognition.

A. Validation on Algorithm Accuracy

Video segmentation.We use DAVIS [29], which is the most
popular large-scale video dataset available in public. It consists

of 50 high definition video sequences adding up to 4,219

and 2,023 frames for training and validation, respectively.

The accuracy of video segmentation is usually measured in

terms of F-Score and Intersection-over-Union (IoU). F-Score

is defined as the weighted harmonic mean of the test precision

and recall on a pixel level, while IoU measures the overlap rate

of the segmentation result and the ground truth. We compare

the segmentation accuracy of VR-DANN with the following

state-of-the-art designs:

1) OSVOS [3], a classic method targeting video segmenta-

tion, which applies two deep CNNs on each frame. For

comparison, we take the segmentation results directly

reported from their paper.

2) DFF [47], which solves both segmentation and detection

problems. It utilizes the FlowNet [11] on non-key frames

and employs DNN on key frames. We reproduce their

experiments using their open-source code for the results.

3) FAVOS [8], which segments objects in videos via track-

ing parts. We use their open-source code for the results.

We evaluate our VR-DANN algorithm on video segmen-

tation by first extracting the motion vectors of each video

using FFmpeg [34]. We run FAVOS to obtain the segmen-

tation results of I/P frames which means we borrow the NN

parameters used in FAVOS as the NN-L in our scheme. We

then implement the reconstruction process referencing the

segmentation of I/P-frames to obtain the reconstruction results
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TABLE II
CONFIGURATIONS OF VR-DANN-PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE.

VR-DANN Agent Unit NPU (Ascend 310)

tmp B 300KB b Q 126B
NPU Compute

(INT8)
16TOPS

mv T 1.8KB ip Q 42B NPU Buffer 8MB
Agent Unit Frequency 600MHz NPU Frequency 1GHz

for B-frames. Afterwards, we apply the Keras framework [17]

to train NN-S. Finally, we execute NN-S inference to obtain

the refined segmentation results for B-frames.

Video detection. We use Imagenet VID [31], which is a

prevalent large-scale benchmark for video object detection.

It consists of 3,862 videos from the training set and 555

videos from the validation set. The accuracy of video detection

is usually measured in terms of the standard mean average

precision (mAP) score. AP score is to take the average value

of the precision across all recall values and mAP is the average

of AP scores across all categories.

We compare the detection accuracy of VR-DANN with the

following state-of-the-art designs:

1) SELSA [40], which aggregates features in the full-

sequence level. For comparison, we directly take the

detection results from their paper.

2) Euphrates [48], which solves detection tasks using image

signal processor. Since Euphrates uses in-house datasets,

we reproduce it on ImageNet-VID dataset.

The implementation of VR-DANN algorithm on video de-

tection is similar to video segmentation.

B. Validation on Architecture Efficiency

We develop a cycle-accurate architecture simulator to model

the VR-DANN architecture, especially the agent unit including

the ip Q, b Q, mv T, tmp B, etc. We model the control
logic to orchestrate the components, such as queue pop, push,

the table entry access and state update with 1.67ns (600MHz)

delay because they are all relatively light-weight hardware

components. In addition, we integrate DRAMSim [37] into our

simulator to model the external access to the global memory.

In our experiments, we apply the same hardware settings

for NPU as in Ascend 310 [23], which is a commercial NPU

widely-used in consumer electronic market. As illustrated in

Table. II, the agent unit runs at 600MHz while the video

decoder runs at 300MHz [45]. We build simple behavior

timing models for the NPU and decoder, and integrate them

with the agent unit. For the global memory, we use the default

DDR3 in DRAMSim. In addition, we used CACTI [35] to

estimate the energy and area of the on-chip queues and tables.

For example, the 300KB 32-bank tmp B in agent unit costs
2.0mm2 and 0.53nJ under TSMC-45nm technology.

We can dump the real motion vectors, the frame decoding

order for reconstruction, and the activation and weights for

NN-L and NN-S for NPU execution. For a fair comparison,

we simulate the performance of OSVOS, FAVOS and DFF

under the same NPU hardware as used in the VR-DANN

architecture. To compare with a software only solution for

VR-DANN algorithm, we also evaluate a serial software based

implementation as discussed in Section III, termed as “VR-

DANN-serial”. The proposed VR-DANN hardware architec-

ture is named as “VR-DANN-parallel”.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Video Recognition Accuracy

Fig. 9 compares VR-DANN to FAVOS for all the bench-

marks in the suite for segmentation. From the plot, we can

see that VR-DANN can match FAVOS accuracy on most of

the videos. For “bmx-trees”, “breakdance” and “motocross-

jump”, these videos mainly contain dramatic deformation on

the visual objects, causing VR-DANN some difficulty in the

refinement because the types of deformation vary across videos

and the NN-S is hard to learn such features to a full degree.

For “parkour” which has very fast moving objects inside, the

motion vectors cannot precisely predict the exact location of

the objects. To solve this problem, we can always refine the

VR-DANN algorithm with fewer B-frame reconstruction while

treating some B-frames as I/P-frames to pass through NN-L.

Fig. 10 reports the average F-Score and IoU results by

applying OSVOS, DFF, FAVOS and VR-DANN algorithm on

the DAVIS dataset using the default video bitstreams. From

the plot, we can see that compared to OSVOS, VR-DANN

improves the F-Score and IoU by 5.5% and 7.6% respectively.

OSVOS is the original algorithm that passes the video through

a large NN frame by frame. The accuracy purely relies on the

learning capability of the network. However, VR-DANN can

dig out the inherent information in the decoding process to

assist the segmentation since the motion vectors carry impor-

tant information as good hints for segmentation. Compared to

DFF, VR-DANN improves the F-Score and IoU by 3.3% and

3.8%. DFF handles video frames differently at a predetermined
fixed interval so that it might erroneously treat some important

frames. Among the four algorithms, FAVOS yields the best

accuracy because it first applies a conventional CV algorithm

to track all the components in each frame and the tracking

information will be used to assist the large segmentation NN

so as to locate and identify finer-grain regions with higher

accuracy. Compared to FAVOS, VR-DANN only lacks in the

F-Score and IoU by about 0.4% and 0.5%, but can potentially
gain significant performance as explained below. Note that

there are several works [10], [32], [38] also make trade-off

between accuracy and performance and they mentioned that

less than 1% accuracy loss is tolerable.

For detection, Fig. 11 reports the average mAP under the

ImagenetVID dataset. VR-DANN degrades the mAP by 0.8%
on average compared to SELSA. We further classify the

videos into fast, medium and slow groups according to the

object moving speed in the videos. VR-DANN performs well

for slow-moving videos and only degrades 0.5%. However,
VR-DANN cannot handle fast-moving objects well, and may

degrade the mAP by about 1.1%. In fact fast-moving objects
could also be a problem for SELSA. Similar to segmentation,

we can always reduce the ratio of B-frames to alleviate the

problem for fast moving objects. To compare with Euphrates,

we tune its key frame interval, i.e., Euphrates-2 in the figure
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Fig. 9. Detailed segmentation accuracy of FAVOS and VR-DANN across different videos.

Fig. 10. Averaged segmentation accuracy results of different techniques.

Fig. 11. Averaged detection accuracy of SELSA, Euphrates and VR-DANN.

denotes the key frame interval is 2. We find when Euphrates-

2’s accuracy(81.8%) is comparable to VR-DANN(81.9%), its
performance is inferior by 40%. Euphrates-4’s performance is
enhanced but its accuracy sharply drops by 5.6%.

B. Performance and Energy Consumption

Fig. 12 provides the detailed execution cycles normalized

to FAVOS across different videos. In the experiment, we use

the default settings for the video encoder, so that the B-frame

ratio is auto-tuned and the ratio may vary across videos. Since

the benefit of our scheme has a close relationship with the

B-frame ratio in the video, the performance of our scheme

also varies across different videos. For example, VR-DANN-

parallel improves the performance by 4.2× on “cows”, but

only 1.6× on “libby”. Fig. 12 also shows the number of

operations (TOPS) across different videos. For segmentation,

the raw TOPS of a frame drops from 0.5TOPS (before) to

0.17TOPS (after optimization) on average. Moreover, since

B-frames dominate, the TOPS can drop 60% on average.

Fig. 13 reports the performance and energy of all the studied

algorithms by normalizing to FAVOS. For VR-DANN, we

have two implementations. VR-DANN-serial is a pure soft-

ware solution to serially implement the algorithm according

to the decoding order. VR-DANN-parallel is the proposed

parallel architecture with the aid of a specially-designed agent

unit. In terms of performance, VR-DANN-serial improves

the performance by an average of 3.9×, 2.0× and 1.5×

compared to OSVOS, FAVOS and DFF. This is mainly because

VR-DANN-serial can reduce a significant number of frames

passing through the large NN for segmentation. It greatly

simplifies the processing for B-frame segmentation with a

much reduced three-layer small NN.

Fig. 13 also compares the proposed VR-DANN-parallel

architecture with the software managed VR-DANN-serial.

From the plot, VR-DANN-parallel can further improve the per-

formance over VR-DANN-serial by 1.5× with the help from

the standalone agent IP that can be seamlessly integrated into

an existing SoC. As explained in Section IV-C, the ideal goal

is to completely hide the latency of B-frame reconstruction and

eliminate the kernel switching overhead on NPU. VR-DANN-

parallel can approach nearly the ideal performance and from

outside one may only observe the latency of kernels running on

NPU with minimal switching cost. Our scheme can boost the

real-time video recognition rate from 13fps to 40fps, matching

the speed of the high-definition 854x480 decoder.

Energy wise, VR-DANN-parallel can reduce 4.3×, 2.1×,
1.7× and 1.1× consumption on average over the other four

schemes. Compared with OSVOS and FAVOS, VR-DANN-

serial can save a lot of computing and memory energy due

to the much reduced workload on NN-S. VR-DANN-parallel

can further save memory energy due to the dedicated memory

coalescing scheme, and also reduce the NPU switching cost

thanks to the asynchronous queuing scheme. VR-DANN-serial

and VR-DANN-parallel exceed DFF because DFF spends lots

of energy on searching the optical flow while VR-DANN

succinctly uses video encoder for motion vectors, which is

essential in modern video encoder. Note that the performance

and energy gains are achieved without sacrificing accuracy.

Fig. 14 provides a break-down of the global memory ac-

cesses normalized to FAVOS to help understand the advantage

of VR-DANN-parallel architecture. FAVOS consumes large

DRAM bandwidth because of the large number of activation

(every frame in the video with full color) and large number of

weights forming NN-L. VR-DANN eliminates the full image

retrieval from DRAM of all the B-frames by instead only

fetching part of the segmentation results from the reference

frames. The network parameters of NN-S are also greatly sim-

plified compared with NN-L. Compared to VR-DANN-serial,

VR-DANN-parallel further reduces the memory accesses by

rescheduling the motion vectors through techniques like coa-

lescing. The results in Fig. 14 justify these observations.
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Fig. 12. Detailed execution cycles and number of operations of FAVOS, VR-DANN-serial and VR-DANN-parallel across different videos.

Fig. 13. Averaged performance and energy of different techniques on the
segmentation task.

Fig. 14. DRAM access breakdown of VR-DANN-parallel.

Fig. 15. The impact on segmentation accuracy and execution cycles of VR-
DANN-parallel by varying the ratio of B-frames.

Fig. 16. The impact on segmentation accuracy and execution cycles of VR-
DANN-parallel by tuning the search interval n.

C. Interaction with Different Encoder Settings

As discussed in Section III-C, there could be several factors

that impact the segmentation accuracy and performance from

the video encoding scheme.

Fig. 15 reports the segmentation accuracy and performance

by varying the ratio of B-frames in a video stream. The label

of “50% B ratio” represents that the B-frame ratio has been

manually forced to 50% by setting the number (using “-b”

command in FFmpeg) in the video encoder. The “auto B ratio”

means that the B-frame ratio is auto-selected by the encoder

itself. The auto-tuning typically results in around 65% B-frame

ratio on average but a few videos may only have 37% to

prioritize the video quality over the compression rate. From

Fig. 15, we find that the F-Score and IoU suffer more accuracy

drop at higher B-frame ratio. Too many B-frames may result

in inaccurate motion vector predictions causing problem to the

proposed scheme. However, too many B-frames are usually not

acceptable because of the much lowered video quality. On the

other hand, the performance actually improves with higher B-

frame ratio. This is understandable because the more B-frames

are, the more likely we can leverage the advantage of our

scheme for speeding-up. VR-DANN-parallel generally works

well with the auto-tuned encoder, yielding both satisfying

accuracy and performance. Note that all the results reported

before Fig. 15 use default “auto B ratio” option.

Fig. 16 studies the segmentation accuracy and performance

by varying the reference frame search interval n. This param-
eter determines how many frames a B-frame can look ahead

and after for the best matching for the macro-blocks. From

the plot, we find that a larger n yields a higher accuracy for
both F-Score and IoU, but at the cost of lower performance.

Larger n means more reference frames can be searched but
causes complicated accessing pattern to the global memory,

reducing the overall efficiency of the hardware. Our motion

vector scheduling technique can largely solve the problem and

lineup most of the memory accesses. But with a too extreme

n = 9, the efficiency may fall dramatically. Just like “auto B
ratio”, the encoder also provides “Auto n” as an option to set

the search interval automatically. In all the experiments before

Fig. 16, we chose “Auto n” as the default setting to balance

the accuracy and performance.

Fig. 17 shows how different video encoding standards im-

pact the segmentation accuracy. We find that H.265 generally

delivers better accuracy than its prior generation H.264. This is

because H.265 applies a more flexible motion prediction algo-

rithm and a finer-grain macro-block size compared to H.264,

at the cost of higher computing requirement on the more

complicated encoder hardware. Since the modern encoder
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Fig. 17. The impact on segmentation accuracy by varying encoding standards.

has already paid the cost investing into more sophisticated

prediction algorithms, it would be wise to maximally leverage

the video-oriented information and develop corresponding

machine learning schemes as we have done in this paper.

VII. RELATED WORKS

A. Video Object Segmentation and Detection

Deep CNNs have achieved great success on image recog-

nition such as classification, detection and segmentation. So,

they have extended from image to video domain.

1) Image Recognition: Deep learning is suitable for han-
dling image recognition tasks. For object segmentation, fully

convolutional networks (FCNs) [6], [25] have dominated the

field. For object detection [14], [15], [19], [30], the regions

with CNN features (R-CNN) series dominate. However, di-

rectly applying such image recognition models on all video

frames costs unaffordable computation and energy.

Pruning and quantization techniques also work on image

recognition tasks, and are complementary to our approach.

To be specific, pruning is applied to make NN models to

be sparse [18], [26]. Quantization is proposed to reduce the

bitwidth of weights [21], [24].

2) Video Recognition: Given the image recognition limita-
tions, researchers propose various NN models aiming at video

recognition tasks. OSVOS [3] proposes the two-stream FCN

model for foreground and contour branches, respectively. To

achieve higher performance, FAVOS [8] proposes the part-

based tracker to localize object parts. FAVOS then constructs

the ROI SegNet, a robust but still large network to segment

object. However, these mechanisms achieve high accuracy at

the cost of high computation and energy.

It is acknowledged that image information varies slowly

over video frames. Such data redundancy can be exploited

to reduce the computation. To enable real-time video segmen-

tation, several approaches are proposed to utilize the optical

flow between frames [9], [27], [46] to accelerate the video

recognition. Among these works, Zhu et al. [46] propose the

deep feature flow (DFF), which is the first work to aggregate

the optical flow with key features directly. The optical flow

is extracted by the FlowNet [11], while the key features

are obtained by convolving key frames with a large neural

network. Moreover, Cheng et al. [9] propose Segflow, which

simultaneously predicts pixel-wise object segmentation and

optical flow in videos.

However, the key frames are determined by a fixed interval,

which affects the accuracy. Moreover, the overhead of extract-

ing the optical flow is also huge. Those drawbacks provoke us

to leverage the information in video encoding.

B. Neural Network Accelerators

In recent years, various NN accelerators are proposed for

image recognition tasks [4], [7], [12], [16], [22], [28], [43].

They are orthogonal to our proposal because they can accel-

erate the NN-L execution.

Compared with image recognition tasks, video recognition

tasks drastically increase the computation. Some NN accel-

erators are proposed to capture the temporal information in

video frames [2], [5], [39], [42], [44], [48]. For example,

Zhu et al. [48] propose Euphrates that leverages ISP to ac-

celerate detection task. Euphrates first requires ISP for motion

vectors, which is not necessary in ISP. Afterward, Euphrates

simply moves the rectangle using the averaged motion vectors.

However, since video segmentation task is more complex with

fine-grained boundary rather than a rectangle, so Euphrates is

inapplicable to segmentation by only moving the rectangle.

Moreover, Buckler et al. propose EVA2 [2], an software

and hardware co-design. EVA2 speeds up video detection by

running part of the network for each non-key frame. That

is, it skips front layers by predicting an intermediate feature

map and runs the following layers to the end. Due to down-

scaling in pooling layers, the motion vectors will shrink or

diminish if EVA2 skips too many front layers. So, EVA2

only applies to shallow networks, e.g. FasterM (5-layer) and

Faster16 (16-layer) to balance the contradiction. But shallow

networks cannot work well in the large dataset. Alternatively,

TSVA [5] processes the computation only using the reduced

bits on the difference of activations for each layer. Yuan et

al. [44] propose a video processor that processes the key frame

using the full precision. And the different data in each layer

are divided into 4-bit and 8-bit blocks so that the efficiency

of the processor can be enhanced.

The existing accelerators on video recognition take advan-

tage of the redundancy of video frames. They either achieve

high performance at the cost of accuracy [2], [39], or maintain

the accuracy with limited performance enhancement [5], [42],

[44]. Our proposed VR-DANN makes such a trial to closely

link video decoder and NPU by preserving the accuracy and

enabling higher performance.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Existing techniques for video recognition isolate the video

decoding and NN schemes. Only raw image level information

is passed to NPU for processing. In this paper, we propose the

VR-DANN to rapidly reconstruct the recognition result of B-

frames using the same philosophy (motion vectors) for video

compression. We propose the VR-DANN-parallel architecture

to efficiently implement the proposed algorithm via a well-

designed and standalone agent unit to perform parallel recon-

struction with memory coalescing in the consumer SoC. Our

evaluation shows that the proposed scheme can outperform

other existing schemes in performance, energy or accuracy.
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